STEERING

REMARKS LEGEND -

Engine (e) numbers:
35D = 3.9 liter, manual transmission, distributor ignition
36D = 3.9 liter, automatic transmission, distributor ignition
50D = 4.0 liter, electronic ignition

1 QVB101110 STEERING PUMP ASSEMBLY
2 ERR4623 BELT, drive, polyvee
   (e) 35D, 36D engines
3 ERR4623G BELT, drive, polyvee, Genuine
   (e) 35D, 36D engines
4 ERR5579 BELT, drive, polyvee
   (e) 50D engines
5 HOSE KIT 
6 NTC2723 RESERVOIR, steering fluid
   Includes cap
7 RTC4825 CAP, steering fluid reservoir
8 AMR6656 HOSE, pump to box, high pressure
9 RTC48266 O RING, pump to box hose, Genuine
10 LRNA210GC CLAMP, box to reservoir hose, 21mm dia., Genuine
11 LRNA241GC CLAMP, reservoir to pump hose, 24.1mm dia.,
   Genuine
12 STC8684RK STEERING BOX, remanufactured
   Includes refundable core charge of $250
13 STC2847 SEAL KIT, steering box
14 RTC4411 CIRCLIP, seal retaining
15 11011L GRUB SCREW, locking adjustment screw
16 NRC145 TUBE, track rod
17 NRC4700 ADJUSTING SHAFT, track rod
18 NTC8390G TUBE, cross rod, Genuine
19 NTC9607 CROSS ROD ASSEMBLY
20 NTC9989 HOSE, reservoir to pump, low pressure
21 NTC1823 EYE, cross rod
22 NRC1823 EYE, cross rod
23 RTC5869 BALL JOINT, track and cross rods, RH thread
24 RTC5870 BALL JOINT, track and cross rods, LH thread
25 RTC5869B BALL JOINT, track and cross rods, Bilstein
26 577898 CLAMP, track and cross rods
27 6497 SHOCK ASSEMBLY, steering, standard
28 AMR2805 RUBBER MOUNTING, harmonic shock
29 AMR3171 STEERING SHAFT ASSEMBLY

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
Call for the Latest Pricing and Availability.